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When looking at the
expectations for Asian
economic growth in 2013,
key drivers can be seen creating
positives for the region’s long- term
recovery. Heading into this year,
Asia-Pacific economies have shown
solid progress but at rates that

remain below trend potential. But
this could change by the end of 2013,
as supportive monetary policies
will likely boost GDP rates in these
regions enough to reach levels
that are more in line with historical
trends. External risks can be seen (as
potentially negative financial risks
in Europe remain), but domestic
risks appear to be contained at
manageable levels as the global
economy continues to stabilize.
Asian growth figures for the fourth
quarter of 2012 were solid (ending
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in 6% gains for the year), and this
puts most of the region in a position
to benefit from an upturn in the
export manufacturing sector. No
negative evidence has emerged in
the corporate sector (margins are
starting to show expansion) and
credit markets continue to move
toward stable levels of liquidity.
While these trends continue, China
(the largest economy and main driver
of the region) could see annual GDP
rise back above 8% in 2013, and the
ripple effect of a performance like
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Asian Outlook 2013:
Watching China as a
Sign of Wider Progress
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While the export
manufacturing sectors
get most of the
attention in Asia, there
is some evidence for
potential strength in the
struggling corporate
sector as well
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this would be a massive positive for
surrounding countries.
Potential Strength in the
Corporate Sector
While the export manufacturing
sectors get most of the attention
in Asia, there is some evidence
for potential strength in the
struggling corporate sector as well.
Corporate growth rates were flat
in 2011, roughly 3% in 2012, and
the positive trend is expected to
continue through 2014. Evidence
for these expectations comes
from the expanding margins that
have been seen in recent quarters.
These improvements are relatively
unsurprising, as margin compressions

from operating leverage for the
deep economy cyclicals will usually
accompany economic slowdowns.
Slower growth in the wider economy
means that corporate profits will
compress at a comparatively faster
pace. But once growth begins to
re-accelerate, the reverse occurs and
profits are able to recover.
In addition to this, lower
commodity costs (relative to the
major spikes seen in recent years)
mean that input cost pressures for
both base metals and agricultural
items will create fewer constraints
on profits going forward. When
both of these factors are taken in
conjunction with ending inventory
cycle corrections, the broader
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Central Bank Policy Remains
Accommodative
The foundational support for
Asian recovery prospects is found
with central bank policy settings
that encourage bank lending and
reduce credit costs. Monetary
policy throughout Asia is generally
accommodative, and the only sign
of financial drag that can be found
in this area of the world is in New
Zealand and Australia. For the most
part, regional governments are stable
and have adopted pro-business
policies (this is especially true in
Southeast Asia). These policies have
led to steady economic reforms and
improvements in infrastructure,
which will help to drive upturns in
both foreign and direct investments
for the remainder of the year.
It should be remembered,
however, that these central bank
policies will not remain in place
forever. An early example of a shift in
economic policy can already be seen
in the activities of the US Federal
Reserve. In Asia, changes will happen
more slowly, with central banks
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outlook is for recoveries in corporate
profit margins. This is important for
investors as the core driver of stock
market returns. All of this means
that a stronger underlying growth
environment for corporate profits
should create sustainable rallies in
Asian stock markets this year.
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If there are risks to be
found domestically, the
worst possible scenario
would be a downside
event in China

is expected within the country and
what is expected for the rest of
the continent. We started to see
improvements in consumer demand
toward the end of 2012, and this
was helped largely by increased
stability in other areas of the world.
The trend rate in Chinese GDP now
stands at 8%, and a majority of the
market forecasts see this figure
being reached by the middle of
2013. This, in part, is due to the
weaker performance seen in 2012,
but this still marks significant signs
of improvement that could easily
lift the rest of the region and bring
production rates in those areas
back to their own historical trend
averages. Two of the biggest export
markets tied to China (Taiwan and
South Korea) are both expected to
reach their trend targets before the
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end of 2013.
The new leadership in China has
signaled an interest in maintaining
the economic policy path set by
its predecessors, and this will likely
mean that headline GDP grow will
show more of a balance as the
government proceeds with efforts
to reduce political corruption and
prevent future surprises in the
region’s stock markets. Overall, the
leadership plans to shift the balance
toward an emphasis on consumer
demand rather than its traditional
reliance on export markets.
Evidence of
Improvement in India
When examining why India
is expected to post a better
performance in 2013, a few different
reasons emerge. Policy mistakes
and political stalemates put a hit
on business confidence and total
investments levels for most of 2012.
To combat this, India elected a new
Finance Minister and enacted a range
of pro-business reforms that are
designed to encourage more foreign
investment and stimulate consumer
consumption.
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As China Goes, So Goes Asia
If there are risks to be found
domestically, the worst possible
scenario would be a downside event
in China, as the country maintains
its positions as the largest trading
partner for most of the regional
economies. More specifically, this
means China is the major market
outlet for the capital machinery that
is made in Japan and Korea, raw
commodities materials produced by
Indonesia and Australia, and tech
components that are manufactured
in Singapore and Taiwan. Given the
size of these markets, it is clear that
as China goes, so goes Asia.
When looking at forecasts for
Chinese economic data, we can see
striking similarities between what
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adopting policies that are more
neutral in the second half of the year
(as long as growth rates continue
to show signs of recovery). As in
2012, risks remain mostly external,
as the potential for financial shocks
in Europe is still clearly present
and budget discussions in the US
still have the ability to negatively
influence market sentiment.
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Economies in Southeast
Asia (often referred
to using the ASEAN
acronym) continue to
strongly outperform from
a global perspective
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So far, the data is showing that
these reforms are working, and that
near-term risks related to India’s
deficits (fiscal and external) have
been reduced. Business confidence
surveys are also showing increased
optimism, and this will translate
into improved investment and
GDP rates later this year. Interest
rates are showing a looser lending
environment, but the country’s high
inflation rates and growing fiscal
deficit will prevent the central bank
from additional monetary easing.
Stimulus Trends Continue in
Japan
One of the most well publicized
examples of central bank stimulus

in recent quarters has been seen
in Japan. These program packages
have been largely targeted at small
businesses and the country’s export
sector. Japan is still recovering from
the 2011 tsunami and earthquake,
but the reconstruction efforts have
added to the country’s productivity
levels as key portions of the
infrastructure are rebuilt. Areas of
weakness have been seen in the
export manufacturing sector, and
tensions with China over disputed
island territories have had a negative
impact on tourism.
On the positive side, recent
elections have installed the
opposition Liberal Democratic Party
(LDP), which has promised to enact
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Southeast Asia and the
Effects of Geopolitics
Economies in Southeast Asia
(often referred to using the
ASEAN acronym) continue to
strongly outperform from a global
perspective, as low financial risk,
advantageous monetary policies,
and healthy consumer demand aided
the region in overcoming most of
the obstacles seen in the post-2008
global slowdown. Three of the
region’s larger countries (Indonesia,
Malaysia, and the Philippines) are
already showing growth rates
that are near trend potential, as
improvements in policy-making have
generated real results.
Historically, Southeast Asia has
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stimulus programs to kick-start
Japanese output. Normally, these
announcements don’t carry much
weight; Japan has elected seven
different Prime Ministers in seven
years, and all have made similar
promises. But this time, there are
some program specifics that could
create a better outcome. As the Bank
of Japan moves on its position to
engage in a program of unlimited
quantitative easing, rising inflation
would occur as real interest rates turn
negative, but the economy would
actually benefit from this as pricing
pressures in Japan have stagnated
for decades. A strong economic
performance in Japan is critical, as it
is still the continent’s second-largest
economy and is a large trading
partner for most of the world.
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been the focus of geopolitical
struggles, as the period from the
Colonial Era to the end of the Cold
War negatively affected the region
with each global power shift. Most of
these differences have been rectified,
however, and this has resulted in the
formation of the ASEAN economic
community, which looks to remove
trade obstacles and bring cohesion
to all of its member nations. These
efforts to unify the region through
free trade agreements present strong
opportunities for investment in the
region.
Finding Market Exposure
with the Asia Pacific Fund
With domestic risks largely contained
(and a decreased likelihood that

external risks will be particularly
disruptive), it is important for
investors to look for ways to gain
exposure to the positive growth
prospects to be found this year in the
Asian region. One standout choice
is the Asia Pacific Fund, which trades
on the NYSE under the ticker symbol
APB. Currently trading at a 10.5%
discount to NAV, APB has positioned
itself in anticipation of a strong year
for Asian stock market performance.
When looking at the overall
investment strategy, the Asia
Pacific Fund can be viewed as a
diversified, closed-end fund that
is actively managed and geared
toward the goal of long-term capital
appreciation through investment
primarily in equity securities of
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Gaining Stability with the
Japan Equity Fund
Another impressive option can be
found in the Japan Equity Fund,
which trades on the NYSE under
the ticker symbol JEQ. Currently
trading at a 9% discount to NAV,
JEQ has based its outlook on a core
set of positive themes that will
support Japanese equities while
the broader Asian economy moves
forward. The first central theme
is the favorable reception of the
new LDP administration, which
has led overseas investors to shift
into a stance of aggressive buying
in Japanese equities as the social
welfare-oriented Democratic Party
of Japan (DPJ) was removed from
power. As the LDP is more growthoriented, statements on enhancing
quantitative easing programs (which
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companies in the Asia Pacific
countries. At least 80% of the fund’s
assets are actively invested in
securities traded in Asian markets,
with a primary focus on Hong Kong,
Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore, Taiwan, and Thailand. The
fund has no allocation restrictions for
investments among these countries.
Key investment themes for ABP
rest on improvements in economic
growth indicators (both in Asia and
globally), which show more of a
constructive positioning than has
been seen in previous periods. Part
of the positive outlook is based on
the successful leadership transition
in China, which is accompanied by
a more stable growth trajectory. As
external risk factors show signs of
improvement, markets are growing
more comfortable with the notion
that the worst-case scenarios have
been averted, and, for the fund,
the extent of the recovery and the
accompanying earnings growth for
Asian corporates will remain key focal
points for the rest of the year.
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Those considering new
investments in Asia’s
emerging growth story
should first look at the
potential risks involved
before making any real
money decisions
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have even included proposed
revisions to Bank of Japan Law)
have been favorably interpreted by
investors thus far.
The second positive theme comes
with Yen depreciation against all
of its major currency counterparts.
The Yen has shown significant
depreciation on the back of the Bank
of Japan’s aggressive quantitative
easing programs, and expectations
have risen for the country’s
exporters (such as automobile and
machinery companies) to restore
their competitiveness as the Yen
now trades lower against the Euro
and South Korean Won. These are
competitive export markets for
Japan, so developments here are
expected to benefit the holding of
JEQ.
JEQ’s third positive theme rests
on the strengthening US Economy.
This strength can be seen as home
prices start to bottom, labor market
data improves, and strong rallies
are seen in all US benchmark stock
indices. These factors are supportive
for consumer consumption in the
world’s largest economy, and this

is an important trend as a major
export market for Japan. This is also
supportive for JEQ’s fourth positive
theme, which is evidence of recovery
in China’s manufacturing sector. In
China, economic indicators like the
Purchasing Managers’ Index have
turned positive along with the rising
Chinese iron and steel market, and
rising stocks in Shanghai.
Investing in Asia’s
Recovery Story
Those considering new investments
in Asia’s emerging growth story
should first look at the potential risks
involved before making any real
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money decisions. For the remainder
of this year, however, the risk outlook
has improved and most of the
potential difficulties are situated
outside of Asia. To be specific, the
largest external risk can be found
in Europe, where some of the
most indebted countries have met
reluctance when looking to approve
austerity measures that have been
required by the EU.
The most likely scenario is that
European Finance Ministers arrive
at some resolution once all of the
newly elected governments there
establish their leadership positions.
A worsening scenario in Europe
would weigh on Asian export
prospects, Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI), consumer sentiment on the
domestic level, and export financing.
But as this scenario becomes less
and less likely, it is not surprising to
see the World Bank raise its growth
forecasts for both China (where it
expects 8.4% growth) and for the rest
of developing East Asia.
This is based largely on the
fact that the region has shown
tremendous resilience (despite
the recent slowdown in the global
economy) and supportive central
bank policies show no signs of
change in the near term. For the
remainder of 2013, expect to see
continued strength in domestic
demand against the backdrop of a
moderate global recovery that will
drive exports and bring emerging
Asia back to its trend growth levels
before the end of the year. n

